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Project X Project X: Love Potion Disaster is a Hentai side scroll featuring characters from SEGA Sonic the Hedgehog and fans from the zeta team development team, led by NeoEclipse and Zeta R-02. This game is not produced or licensed by SEGA. As a game hentai it is not suitable for those under the age of 18. The official homepage of this project Due to recent attacks,
anyone wishing to edit wiki pages will need to ask permission on Project X forums: Player was captured by Dr. Eggman, along with several other mobians, during one of his intrusions. Unfortunately, Pili and Miles, two of Dr. Akari's assistants who are working on a secret love potion project, accidentally throw too much Pheromon Dr. Akari into their concoction when their object
rumbles from the chaos Dr. Eggman flows onto the town. The project banishes the love cloud of potions around the world. With hormones frantic with unprecedented speed, and many of the world's incapacitated heroes it's up to the player to get to the source of the issue and save everyone from an unusual fate. The game has a simple control scheme: two buttons for attacks, one
for jumping and controlling traffic. Certain combinations of joysticks or buttons can force a character to perform a slide or dash of attack, stationary attack, aerial attack, area attack, or special attack. The game also has a quick event time to avoid some attacks from enemies. History mode in story mode, players will guide the characters through a number of levels: Egg Argonaut,
Leaf Forest, Atlantis Ruins, Pumpkin Kingdom, Lost World, Mewfertitis Park, Nova City, and Delta Labs, who will have the player cross the world and face enemies from the Sonic universe and original enemies. Arena Mode in arena mode, the player battles enemies in gradually increasing waves of difficulty, eventually having to face powerful versions of the boss. The player gets
rest between the waves, and the recovery elements sometimes appear between the waves, and also give the player a break that can be used immediately or saved until necessary. Boss Rush It's like Arena Mode, except that you'll be fighting against the stage bosses of Story Mode in the order of their performances. Stage Select Simply allows the player to skip the levels and
move on to a certain stage. The gallery allows the player to view all the capture animations from smaller enemies. Boss Gallery It's like the Gallery, except that it pits the player in the fight against the boss of his choice and gives the player the endless health that allows them to expose themselves to fight attacks as often as they like without losing. The sound test allows the player
to listen to the various music found in the game while one choice of character dances seductively. Approved Project X Wiki Pages in other German languages / Spanish/Spanish/Spanish Spanish Known unauthorized projects based on Project X Action in Moscow (also known as : Metro Active X) Please note that Metrostar representatives currently control the Russian, Turkish,
Ukrainian and Japanese versions of this Wikia community. The content on these pages should not be considered valid. Alex Ramirez Updated September 22, 2017 Project X: Love Potion Disaster is a fan game that is set in the fictional universe of Sonic hedgehog and stars female characters of the game. In addition to the game's full, eponymous game mode, which features the
heroine of the game save the world from Dr. Robotnik, users can unlock a gallery that contains lots of screenshots and videos of each character, all of which were created by the game's developer. Kick the game five times with any combination of characters. After the game is over, the gallery will be unlocked for the fifth time. Go to the main menu of the game. The new option, the
Art Gallery, will be displayed. Click on Art Gallery to view all the screenshots and videos created by the game's developer. Zeta_R-02 Digital Artist Member C: December 11, 2005 08:29 Profile Gallery Scraps Favorite Magazines of Southern Illinois has written a beautiful news article about Project X Human and our positive impact on the community. Thank you to everyone in
southern Illinois for this amazing opportunity! Read the article in the newspaper Southern here We love to give our guests something new, exciting and relaxing to do in our art center. Follow the picture, chew our snacks and laugh with friends and family at our glowing paint nightlife experience! Sign up for your experience now to watch your favorite movies and enjoy our delicious
treats in our art center and gallery! You can even draw together while watching. We have very limited space for each show, so take your seat before they fill up! RSVP FOR SHOWING NOW Planet X is an extraordinary and fun late night event! Blast to the new and inviting experience like no other! Create, play and relax with your friends on Planet X! RSVP NOW I've never
experienced anything like this before. The gallery is an intimate immersion in creative collaboration and a loving community  I went to a club x event a few weeks ago and had an absolute blast even though I went solo. I didn't feel like I was there alone because the community is very interactive and hospitable. The atmosphere is the perfect balance between peace and parties. -
Kimberly Glenn I had the most ENJOYABLE EXPERIENCE and relaxing evening tonight. This was my first time and it was my first time going to Project Man X, everyone was so loving and welcoming that it felt like I had been riding there for years... I plan to make this place frequent!! -Rachel HoltropProject Man X owners are professional, open, supportive, full of love, peace and
joy, and wonderful to be around. Their events stimulate creativity, positivity and a lot of spectacular experiences. - Jacob Bolton Subscribe to Your Yours Experience! Our talented artists are here to help you create a more colorful world. Find out more without art, the world would be pretty bland. Appreciate the brave and brave artists who make the world a colorful place. We believe
in empowering artists and spreading beauty. Shop Your Favorite Independent Artist Now Shop Independent Artists now show off your style with our unique selection of home decor. Shop Home Decor New Art, sales and positive messages sent directly to your inbox. Tails in Act 1 Secret Area Secret Areas in Project X Please note this page may contain spoilers! Content show
Stage 1 : Egg Argonaut : Storage room Secret area Entrance behind the diner machine at the end of Act 1. Emerald Demands Defeat a Wave of Enemies. Enemies of EggBox x12 Motobug Grounder Container Pickups Money x3 Ring Used Condom Green Chaos Emerald Awards Stage 2 : Leaf Forest : Cliff Underground Secret Area Entrance to the Tree on Act 2 near The Brass
Cat. Emerald Demands Defeat a Wave of Enemies. Enemies of The Earth Worm x24 Puncher Horny Stud Wild Horse Pickups Abortion Pill Red Chaos Emerald Rescue Awards Stage 3 : Atlantis Ruins : Bonus Stage Secret Area (Can Only Be Obtained Through Story Mode) Work your way through Act 1 Emerald Requirements to collect and maintain 100 rings to the end level.
Enemies of Dr. Eggman Decoe Bocoe Mermaid x24 Column x39 Pickups Ring x136 Yellow Chaos Emerald Rescue Awards Stage 4 : Pumpkin Kingdom : Love Nest Secret Entry Area Access through the Cemetery Route heading back to the left of the tombstone marked in memory of Dj in the background and then behind the doors. Key requirements Win the wave of enemies.
Enemies Pickups Rescue Awards 1st key piece 2nd key piece Stage 4 : Pumpkin Kingdom : Ghost Girl Room Secret Entry area requires 2 key fragments from Act 1 to unlock the chained door in Act 2. Emerald Demands Defeat a Wave of Enemies. Enemies pickups Used Condom Cyan Chaos Emerald Rescue Awards Stage 5: Lost World : Witch Doctor Tent Secret Area
Entrance in the Hut with a witch doctor in Act 2. Emerald Requirements For access only need to fulfill commands. Enemies Pickups Rescue Awards Mewfertitis Park zoning : ??? Secret Area Entrance ??? Emerald requirements ??? Enemies Pickups Rescue Awards Nova City Area : ??? Secret Area Entrance ??? Emerald requirements ??? Enemies Pickups Rescue Awards
Delta Labs Area : ??? Secret Area Entrance ??? Emerald requirements ??? Enemies pickups Rescue Lee's employees need to know about these websites solution, but unfortunately many li ies - especially in public places - do not budget or staff find out about these sites and integrate them into their services whether Enchanted Lyre game chain Teleport at the barbaric outpost of
one teleport in the house if The house is in Rellekka or any other method you want. There is no ETA when the site is back on the internet, but while it is repairing if you still want to download the game I I I mirror connection that you can use to get it. I donate a bit to each member of the PX team when I have my PayPal accounts because they are all part of the game - a game of
total talent and effort for all members of the group. What's missing: -I stage the dialogues and the interval of the history of the screens. Angry mode. Arena mode is not updated by new Level 3 rivals. - Bonus level for the third emerald at 3.Version 3.3 Content:. The new zeta. The new To. Updated animation of running and standing behind blushes. Various rap animations of zeta
and for horse and tentacles. New scenes of history. Evil zeta Angry Rouge and evil awaits you in arena mode. The Boss Gallery is updated with bad characters. The last version error has been resolved. In addition to the full mode, where the heroines of the game are stored. Robotnik users can unlock a gallery containing many screenshots and videos of each character created by
the game's developer. What's missing: -Sound test and updated Boss Gallery with the abyss, which will be the next version contains Boss Rush Mode's new arena with Level 3 opponents and interactive mode like-games with Vanilla.Yayyyy Finally 4.0 here with many new things. - Play Stage 3 Atlantis Ruins with gameplay as a side shooter - Try to defeat the tricky abyss the new
boss is waiting for you. Most of the time I've only talked about things that make me a website or community. As an upcoming update phpBB 3.2. I spoke to the team and I wanted to give you a taste of some of the things that come in the next installment of Project X. X.
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